Liquid-vapor equilibrium and surface properties of short rigid chains with one long range attractive potential.
Liquid-vapor coexistence and interfacial properties of short lineal rigid vibrating chains with three tangent monomers in two and three dimensions are calculated. The effect of the range and position of a long ranged square well attractive potential is studied. Orthobaric densities, vapor pressures, surface tensions, and interfacial widths are reported. Two types of molecules are studied. Chains of three tangent hard sphere monomers and chains of three and five tangent hard sphere monomers interacting with a square well attractive potential with λ(∗) = λ∕σ = 1.5 in units of the hard core diameter σ. The results are reported in two and three dimensions. For both types of chains, a long ranged square well attractive potential is located at various positions in the chain to investigate its effect in the properties of the corresponding systems. Results for hard sphere chains are presented for a series of different sizes of λ(∗) between 2.5 and 5. For square well chains the position in the chain of the long ranged potential has no influence in the coexistence and interfacial properties. Critical temperatures increase monotonically with respect to λ(∗) and critical densities decrease systematically for both types of chains. When the long ranged potential is located in the middle monomer of the hard sphere chains no critical point is found for λ(∗) < 2.4. No critical point is found when the long ranged potential is located in one of the extremes of the hard sphere chains.